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Abstract 
Self organizing, wireless sensors networks are an 
emergent and challenging technology that is at- 
tracting large attention in the sensing and moni- 
toring community. Impressive progress has been 
done in recent years even if we need to assume that 
an optimal protocol for every kind of sensor net- 
work applications can not exist. As a result it is 
necessary to optimize the protocol for certain sce- 
narios. In many applications for instance latency is 
a crucial factor in addition to energy consumption. 
MERLIN performs its best in such WSNs where 
there is the need to reduce the latency while ensur- 
ing that energy consumption is kept to a minimum. 
By means of that, the low latency characteristic 
of MERLIN can be used as a trade of€ to extend 
node lifetimes. The performance in terms of energy 
consumption and latency is optimized by acting on 
the slot length. MERLIN is designed specifically to 
integrate routing, MAC and localization protocols 
together. Furthermore it can support data queries 
which is a typical application for WSNs. The MER- 
LIN protocol eliminates the necessity to have any 
explicit handshake mechanism among nodes. Fur- 
thermore, the reliability is improved using multiple 
path message propagation in combination with an 
overhearing mechanism. The protocol divides the 
network into subsets where nodes are grouped in 
time zones. As a result MERLIN also shows a good 
scalability by utilizing an appropriate scheduling 
mechanism in combination with a contention pe- 
riod. 
keywords: Medium access control, routing, lo- 
calization, mobile sensor networks, energy efficient: 
lightweight protocol, low latency. 
1 Introduction 
WSNs consist of a large number of wireless sensors, 
we shall refer to as nodes, and a fixed number of 
gateways OF beacons. Communication between a 
gateway and nodes needs to be bidirectional, A 
node is a small electronic or electromechanical de- 
vice with processor and transceiver. A node is able 
to communicate only within a Iimited range, hence 
when a particular sensor is asked to send a packet, 
it can transmit only to neighboring nodes. As a re- 
sult, packets hop from node to another till they get 
to a gateway. Nodes may have attached sensing de- 
vices like a magnetometer, light detector, compass, 
thermistor etc. depending on the requirement of 
the application. Nodes can he positioned on ob- 
jects or animals hence we assume they are mobile. 
WSNs are controlled and monitored by one or more 
computers (with a user interface)connected to the 
gateways. Communication is based on request from 
a user to one or more nodes in the network. 
A big effort and interest is being focused on this 
new topic mainly due to many useful application 
related to: 
Environmental monitoring for fire prevention 
(e.g. in national parks, forest etc.) 
distributed monitoring in agricultural planta- 
tions; 
distributed monitoring of chemical processes; 
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Animal herd monitoring for instance by 
putting such cheap sensors on cows; 
Monitoring remote inaccessible areas like vol- 
canoes or extraterrestrial planets. Then the 
deployment of such network can be done by 
dropping sensors for example from a plane; 
Medical monitoring. The sensors can be put 
on a patient bodies and in their houses. In this 
way a doctor can check his patient conditions 
(heart beats number, temperature etc.) from 
an away ofice. 
Emergency operations like disaster relief oper- 
ation. 
Indoor monitoring. WSNs can be valuable 
alternative to wired networks to  minimize the 
infrastructure installation costs and mainte- 
nance. 
To satisfy all these requirements, we have devel- 
oped MERLIN which is a flexible, lightweight and 
integrated protocol that combines MAC, routing 
and localization protocols. 
Many articles and publicatioIis about WSNs have 
been written so far (see the related work section), 
most of them try to  make a compromise between 
energy consumption, latency, scalability and reli- 
ability of the network. The MERLIN protocol fc- 
cuses on latency while ensuring that node lifetime is 
kept to  a maximum. No explicit handshake mech- 
anism is used among nodes. Initially this may be 
seen to reduce the reliability of transmission. On 
the contrary reliability is achieved by an implicit 
handshake mechanism and by relying on multiple 
paths of the network that exploit time-zones. As a 
result while node lifetime increases, there is a de- 
crease of overhead and latency. 
MERLIN is the combination of a TDMA and 
CSMA approaches. The big advantage of this is 
with a handshake mechanism, is not suitable. One 
of the earliest protocols for ad hoc WSNs was PA- 
MAS [ll] that proposed a contention based a l p  
tithm to save energy. Recent research initiatives in 
Overhead To avoid collision and to coordinate 
nodes, some protocols use control packets. As 
a result nodes activity increases. 
Overhearing It happens when some nodes can lis- 
ten to  packets that  are not destined for them. 
the field of WSNs suggest methods to decrease the 
energy consumption of nodes. SMAC by Ye [14] 
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for example uses a coordinated adaptive sleeping 
mechanism. The main drawbacks are the latency 
because of a RTSjCTS mechanism and the increase 
of energy consumption when some nodes join the 
network, This is mainly due to the CSMA ap- 
proach. TRAhlA [lo] helps to improve of nodes 
lifetime but introduces a high complex slot assign- 
ment algorithm. A very recent protocol is DMAC 
[6], which has a sort of data gathering tree that re- 
duces the latency. The drawback is that DMAC is 
suitable only for unidirectional communication flow 
to a single gateway. Overhearing improvement of 
SMAC can be found in TMAC [Z], even though en- 
ergy wastage due to RTS/CTS collisions and very 
high latency are still present. Tiny-DB [7] describes 
a similar division of the medium to collect data 
like MERLIN. The author tries to helps to reduce 
the contention in the MAC protocol by dividing 
the network area in levels. The thesis refers to the 
Woo and Culler MAC: [12], which examined differ- 
ent configurations of CShlA and RTS/CTS to find 
a fair bandwidth allocation to all nodes. The au- 
thors did not implement any mechanism like mul- 
tiple path or overhearing mechanisms to increase 
the reliability and to reduce the overhead. Fur- 
thermore, tiny-DB has been designed on top the 
MAC protocol which may cause latency problems. 
MERLIN also compete with EMACS [4] and 
ESR routing [13] as the communication protocol 
designed and implemented on the EYES sensor 
node 191. The improvement in using MERLIN are 
the lower latency and lightness. In fact, mem- 
ory of wireless sensors is small (EYES nodes run 
with 2KB of RAM) hence communication protw 
cols should use it as little as possible. 
' 3 Assumption 
This section gives the details of some assumption 
that we made to develop the MERLIN protocol. 
EYES sensors are equipped with transceiver, 
processor and memory. Their cost is kept to a 
minimum hence memory and energy are scarce re- 
sources. We assume a single channel transceiver 
that can operate in three states : transmit, receive 
and standby. Transmitting consumes more power 
than receiving and standby lies beneath the power 
used for receiving roughly by a factor of 1000. The 
below transceiver data sheet in Table 1 gives some 
extra information about the energy consumption. 
Parameter 
Energy consumption transmitting 
Energy consumption receiving 
Energy consumption standby 
Switch time transmit/receive 
Switch time receive/transmit 
Switch time standby/receive 
Switch time standby/transmit 
Value 
21 mW 
14.4 mW 
15 p W 
518 ps 
12 ps 
518 ,us 
16 .us 
TabIe 1: EYES prototype data sheet 
In order to integrate the MAC, routing and local- 
ization protocols, MERLIN is designed to optimize 
the following data traffic patterns: 
Subnet flooding by gateway Gateway packets 
are forwarded to a11 nodes in the subnet; 
Local broadcast by node Nodes send packets to 
all of the direct neighbors. No forwarding is 
performed; 
To gateway hnsmission by node Nodes 
closer to the gateway forward the packet until 
it reaches the gateway. 
MERLIN could be also adapted to  different types 
of data queries that may be injected into the net- 
work. The above data traffic are performed by 
means of the transmission mechanism described in 
Section 4.2. This data traffic is quite typical far 
many WSNs applications and algorithms. 
As previously mentioned, MERLIN is designed 
to provide a localization algorithm integrated. The 
procedure works efficiently doing "local broadcast 
by node" which is also used to update the synchro- 
nization and the time-zone of nodes. As a starting 
point, we assume gateways know their positions, ei- 
ther manually configured, read from a GPS receiver 
or something alike. Upon arrival of a radio packet, 
the received signal strength is measured, and used 
to calculate an estimation of the distance between 
the nodes. These distances, along with accuracy of 
the distance estimation, are communicated across 
the network. When the number of measurements is 
enough then a node can calculate its position and 
broadcast it. Neighboring nodes will use this posi- 
tion, along with the measured distance towards it, 
to calculate their position and broadcast it. Nodes 
will keep on forwarding measured distances, until 
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Gateway + Nodeinzone2 Nodeinzone4 
+ Node in zone 1 or 5 b Node in zone 3 .+..- Connect,on 
Figure I: The above picture shows the division of 
the network after the network flooding by gateways. 
Every node sets its zone and forward the packet 
all nodes have calculated their own position. When 
a distance between nodes seems to have chinged 
significantly, the surrounding nodes will recalculate 
their distances, and rebroadcast it. 
4 Design Of The MERLIN 
Protocol 
4.1 Overview 
This section gives an overview of MERLIN and ex- 
plains the reason why certain choices have been 
made. Further details will be given in the following 
sections. 
First, the main idea behind MERLIN is the nat- 
ural division of the network in subnet which are 
created when one or more gateways start trans- 
mitting, as shown in Figure 1. In this way nodes 
set their time-zone number as the number of hops 
to get to the closest gateway. Once a node learns 
which time-zone it belongs to, it would immedi- 
ately know which schedule to use to communicate 
with neighboring nodes and can thus join the net- 
work. Carrier sensing allows nodes to avoid colii- 
sions. Moreover an additional simple collision de- 
tection improves the reliability. The gateway pro- 
vides time synchronization among all nodes in the 
network which is essential element of the time di- 
vision mechanism. 
Second, we describe the routing features of MER- 
LIN to perform a reliable and c:fficient communica- 
tion in terms of energy consumption and latency. 
The communication to the user is done with a set 
of powerful nodes : The gateways. User requests 
are flooded into the network to all nodes. Node 
replies are forwarded to gateways over several hops. 
For this reason, nodes decide to forward the packet 
based on their time zones (i.e. number of hops) 
needed to get the gateway. 
Third, we outline the localization procedure 
based on triangulation and distance between pairs 
of nodes. Just few nodes positions are needed for 
the MERLIN localization procedure; the rest is cal- 
culated based on broadcast communication. As a 
result, localization procedure relies on fixed gate- 
ways a s  their positions are known. They provide 
access to the user, shared time base and localiza- 
tion anchors. 
Next, as a result of the division of the network 
in time-zones then in subnets, we define : 
Time-zone features 
A timezone is equal to the number of hops to 
the closest gateway hence: nodes in the same 
time-zone have the same hop count number; 
e Time-zones axe set-up with a subnet flooding 
by the gateway and updated by regular com- 
munication; 
0 Nodes within the same time zone own the same 
slot: 
0 Nodes belong to one gateway only; 
a Nodes store the number of hops to the closest 
gateway. 
4.2 MERLIN MAC Detail 
This section describes the basic mechanisms used 
by MERLIN to avoid collisions. In particular, it 
explains the usage of the contention period and the 
collision reporting period at  the beginning and at  
the end of each slot. 
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After the initialization procedure, the network is 
divided into subnets. Only one gateway is present 
in each subnet. Nodes are organized in time-zones. 
The node time-zone is &-up when a "subnet 
flooding by gateway" takes place and is updated 
doing regular communication and by periodical lo- 
cal broadcasts by the nodes. During a transmission, 
a packet hops From one node to another until it gets 
to the destination. 
CP 
4.2.1 MERLIN TDMA/CSMA based ap- 
proach 
Time is divided into slots, with fixed starting times 
and length (in our implementation slot length = 
0.25 s). MERLTN does not perform RTS/CTS to 
save time and energy. Nodes can transmit in one 
slot by contending for the channel with neighbors. 
Slot contention is performed at  the beginning of 
each slot where a contention period (CP)is present. 
This period is much shorter than the entire slot 
and it is used to avoid collision between neighbor- 
ing nodes. All wireless nodes must be well synchro- 
nized between themselves and with the gateways. 
For this reason MERLIN includes a synchroniza- 
tion mechanism described in Section 4.5. 
The steps taken by a node that wants to transmit 
are : 
DATA 
1. Pick a random time T during the contention 
period CP I .  
2. Listen to the channel from the beginning of the 
contention period. 
3. If nothing is heard until the time T then the 
node starts sending its packet. 
4. If the node listens to a neighbor, which start 
sending, i t  means another transmission i s  on, 
and the node keeps on listening to the msg- 
index. The node will turn off  the radio after- 
wards. The msg-index is an index containing 
the ID of messages included in the packet as 
described in Section 4 . 8 . h  this case the con- 
tention procedure will be repeated in the next 
designated slot. 
If a node is scheduled to receive, it wakes up to 
listen to  the CP. If no msg is heard by the end of 
Figure 2: Node A and B want to transmit. They pick 
up a random time in the contention period. A and 
I3 start listening to  the channel from the beginning of 
the contention period. Only if the channel is free at 
the time they picked up, the  node can start sending its 
packet. In the above example A will transmit while B 
has to wait until its next scheduled slot. 
the CP then the node turns off the radio until the 
next slot scheduled. Further explanation is given 
in Figure 2. 
4.2.2 Collision reporting 
In several situation collisions can still occur because 
of hidden terminal problems and for not listening 
while sending. In such cases transmitting nodes do 
not know that a collision has occurred. For this 
reason, every slot has a collision reporting period 
(i.e. CR') positioned at  the end as shown in Figure 
3. A node that hears the collision sends a CR at 
the end of the slots in order to notify all senders 
that a collision has taken place. All senders need 
to listen during that period. In case of collision, 
the packet will be rescheduled after a random ex- 
ponential backoff procedure. The colIision report 
consists of a short burst message. 
4.3 MERLIN Routing Detail 
MERLIN includes an implicit routing mechanism. 
In fact, the division of the network in time-zones 
would allow a node to be aware that its transmitted 
message is propagating either to or away from a 
gateway. Such a mechanism is due to the fact that: 
'Contention period 
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'Collision report . .  
Packet away from it. Localization is performed by local 
broadcast messages to all neighbors. 
Two schedule tables are presented as an exam- 
ple. The slot allocation described is for 4 time- 
zones. Slots for further time-zones can be alIocated 
appending the same table. Routing is optimized 
in the direction toward the gateway ( / ) or away 
from it ( \ ). This can be depicted like a V-shape 
Figure 3: The above figure shows the position of 
the collision report period that receiving nodes use to 
broadcast a burst message in case of collision 
4.4 MERLIN Scheduling 
The purpose of MERLIN scheduling is the time- 
zone slot allocation. In fact, it  bas been already 
said that nodes in the same time-zone use the same 
Nodes store their time-zone (hop count num- 
ber) updating it during regular transmission; 
Nodes include their hop count number in every 
packet they send so that receiving nodes can 
update their time-zone; 
Node hop count is calculated as: 
Mode Hop Count = min [hop count 
of neighbors) + 1; 
Gateway hop count is set as zero; 
Packets can be forwarded in two directions 
only : 
Toward the gat,eway or away hom it; 
For "To gateway transmission", nodes forward 
the packet only if sent from a node with higher 
hop count than its own 
For "Subnet flooding by gateway':, nodes for- 
ward the packet only if it  is sent from a node 
with lower hop count than its own. 
nfl 
Zone Rx Txl Rx Rx Txt Rx 
n+2 
zone & Rx Txl Txt Rx Rx 
,.,+3 I 
in which the up and downlink traffic is sequential 
or like a X-shape in which up and downlink traffic 
is combined. 
Table 2 shows the V-table that performs better in 
terms of number of collisions and energy consump 
tion but worse than X-table in terms of latency and 
throughput. We stress the fact that  latency is still 
very low than other WSN protocols. 
The table 3 called X-table performs better in 
terms of throughput and latency, Few collisions 
are reported at  the intersection point where adja- 
cent nodes t ry  to send one opposite the other. In 
fact, most of them are prevented by the contention 
period that allows only one of those to  transmit. 
In accordance with the requirements of the appli- 
cation, many other schedule tables can be built by 
allowing more transmission to  the gateway or away 
from it. Furthermore, sleeping time of nodes can be 
decided by adjusting the slot length. These two ad- 
justments increase the flexibility of M E F U N  with 
respect to the application. 
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Zone 
slot1 slot2 slot3 slot4 
TxJ Rx TxT 
oped already, all with different purpose and appli- 
cability to the MERLIN system. Among those, the 
NTP protocol [SI is the most widespread, provid- 
ing the standard of time synchronization across the 
internet. The hardware involved in the timing as- 
pects of the EYES-nodes is low-cost low-energy. As 
a consequence, the frequency with which the timers 
will run differs slightly from node to node, as well 
as over time, due to  temperature differences etc. 
Besides synchronizing the starting moment (offset) 
of the slots among nodes, the frequency skew of 
each node’s individual clock needs to be compen- 
sated for continuously. Both of these issues are 
solved by including the time of transmission on 
every radio transmission. All receiver nodes can 
then estimate the start of the slot according to the 
sender, and synchronize their clock offset. Further- 
more, the clock skew can be estimated by com- 
paring over time the observed difference between 
a senders clock and the node’s own clock. The 
gateways are used to provide the best time syn- 
chronization, as we have assumed them to  know 
the ”perfect time”. The hop count 1 nodes can 
then update their clock offset and skew, by compar- 
ing it to the observed time from messages received 
from the gateway. In general, nodes update their 
clock synchronization from the nodes nearer to the 
gateways. The time zones form a hierarchy, provid- 
ing better synchronization for zones with small hop 
counts, much alike the stratums used in NTP. At 
initialization, a node cannot participate in sending 
into the network, until it has been properly syn- 
chronized to the start of the slots. In MERLIN, the 
first message received by a node from another node 
already synchronized, can provide the clock offset, 
after which the  node can participate in the network, 
and forward the message just received. Subsequent 
n+2 
Zone 
n+3 
Figure 4: The above picture shows how a packet of 
the gateway floods the network. Every node receiving 
the packet set its timezone, update the hop count of 
the packet and forward it. Some communication fail 
because nodes can be in the same time-zone or because 
of the contention period. 
Txt RX T x l  
messages will allow the node to estimate its clock 
skew as well. 
4.6 Network initialization and setup 
MERLIN does not need a proper initialization pro- 
cedure. At the beginning of each session, nodes are 
already in the a e a  waiting for, any kind of signal 
from gateways. At that moment they are isolated. 
The only important thing to notice is the fact that 
k e d  gateways must be tightly synchronized. This 
means that gateways know the ”perfect time”. In  
order to set the network one or more gateways flood 
the network with a message: Nodes will set their 
hop count number or the time-zone. Nodes update 
the message with their hop count number and for- 
ward it. 
The message sent by gateway includes synchro- 
nization information (i.e. sync-info) with respect to 
it. Sync-info are included in every message trans- 
mitted also in regular communication. Hence a new 
node that wants to join the  network has to listen to  
the channel for any message, obtain the sync-info 
and process its time zone from it. 
An new gateway that wants to join the network, 
firstly has to listen to the channel and realize its 
time zone as a node. Secondly, i t  announce its pres- 
ence sending its message (with sync-info included). 
Neighboring nodes realize the presence of the new 
gateway, process the new sync-info and forward the 
message. Nodes will compare the distance with re- 
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spect to the old and new gateway by looking at  the 
two time-zones. Nodes will change their timezone, 
hence their schedule table, at the beginning of the 
successi,ve frame only if the transmission have been 
successful and in case the new gateway is closer. 
This procedure allows the division of the network 
in "subnet" with a gateway in each of those. In each 
subnet nodes are organized in time zones. 
Since sync-info are incIuded in every message: 
node positions are updated automatically with 
normal communication and doing periodical local 
broadcast by nodes. Such a procedure is also used 
for the localization as already described in section 
3. 
Msg-index 
4.7 MERLIN Implicit multiple path 
In order to  describe the implicit multiple path gen- 
eration, we make a distinction between a message 
and a packet. 
0 A message is generated by one node and it is 
identified by a combination of a source ID and 
message ID. 
e Nodes have the~option of concatenating sev- 
eral messages. and then transmit them as a 
single packet. In fact, if a node has more than 
one message to send, it will send them as a 
packet in the same slot thus reducing t r a n s  
mission overhead, which in turns results in en- 
ergy savings. To optimize the protocol, pack- 
ets contain a msgs-index that is positioned at 
the beginning of the slot as shown in Figure 5 .  
Messages 
Figure 5: The above figure shows the data concatena- 
tion packet where it is shown the position of the msg- 
.index at the beginning of the packet 
scribed in section 4.2.1, nodes riot getting the chan- 
nel receive the packet of the neighbor and turn off 
the radio. Indeed, nodes need only to get the msgs- 
index of sent packet. In this way a node realizes 
whether the packet contains useful msg (e.g. €or lo- 
calization). If the sent packet contains one or more 
same msgs that the node want to send in its packet, 
those msgs can be discarded. 'The msg-index is an 
index containing the ID of included msgs that is 
sent at the beginning of the slot as shown in figure 
5. 
The described MERLIN Overhearing method al- 
lows to reduce the overhead in transmission only 
with a little increase of node activity and complex- 
ity. 
5 Implementation and future 
work 
MERLIN protocol has been designed and is cur- 
rently implemented using OmNet++. 
Initial results show some collisions on the border 
of different subnets and around gateways. For these 
cases, the collision reporting procedure allow the 
recovery of collided packets. In general, MERLIN 
Forwarding "transmission to  gateway" by nodes re 
sults in copies of same message. Nodes can detect 
copies of arriving msgs by combination of Source ID 
and message ID contained in the msg. As nodes are 
disjoined, messages arriving at  gateway follow mul- 
tiple paths. In this way packets arrive at the gate- 
way following different paths. The advantage of 
multiple path propagation is the greater reliability 
while the disadvantage is the increase of overhead. 
seems to follow our expectation. 
Some elaborate results in terms of energy con- 
sumption, latency and reliability are expected in 
the nearest future. 
The protocol is currently being implemented on 
it WSNs testbed which contains a small processor 
(hISP430) with a radio transceiver. 
In our future work we plan to  work in the follow- 
ing areas : 
- 
To reduce it we have implemented an overhearing 
method discussed in the following section. 
4.8 Overhearing 
Nodes not getting the slot keep on listening to the 
beginning of others transmitting packet. AS we de- 
A comparison of MERLIN with other recent 
WSN protocol in terms of energy consumption, 
latency and reliability; 
0 Investigate the usage of two different frequen- 
cies for subnet flooding and to gateway trans- 
mission; 
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0 Optimize the overhearing mechanism; 
0 An improved routing protocol that forward the 
packet looking at the energy consumption of 
the neighborhood. 
Provide different kind of data queries to inject 
into the network. 
5.1 Conclusion 
In this paper we have proposed MERLIN as an in- 
tegrated protocol for WSNs which includes MAC, 
routing and localization. The division of the net- 
work in time-zones by means of a appropriate 
schedule table reduces considerably the latency 
without affect the energy consumption. Idle lis- 
tening is reduced using the TDAlA approach, fur- 
thermore the CShlA method reduce the number of 
collisions, put nodes into sleep immediately if no 
packets has t o  be forwarded and increase the scal- 
ability. In fact, new nod& wishing to join the net- 
work only need to listen to the channel and realize 
their time-zone; no initialization message or proce- 
dure is needed. MERLIN is optimized by means 
of a multiple path mechanism that in collaboration 
with a overhearing method increase the reliability 
as well as reduce the overhead in transmission. 
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